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1. Zavala: What is the relative priority of processing old data versus new data?

2. Reach: Request for feedback on the Cycle 3 statement encouraging Large observing proposals

3. Reach: Should the SOFIA actively solicit large or Legacy type programs, beyond “leaving the door open” which is currently planned?

4. Sankrit: What kind of presentations would you suggest for the SOFIA Community tele-talks? Please give examples, and make them as specific as possible.

5. Sankrit: Data analysis support is resource-intensive (personnel and time). As between workshop sessions for several participants and individual help to a small number of visitors to the SOFIA Science Center, which is the better option?

6. The splinter sessions at the AAS typically cover program and mission updates, brief descriptions of new capabilities and are interspersed with science results. Is there any other topic or issue that we should consider including in these 1-1.5 hour sessions?